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AR 11-30
CAPSTONE Program

This revision incorporates AR 11-22, Mutual Support and EQuipment Staring

Program and AR 11-38, Requirement Objective Code (ROBm) Program. The content

of AR 11-30, l September 1985, has not bem changed. The format, however,

reflects the previous AR 11-30 as Chapter 1, AR 11-22 as Chapter 2, and AR

11—38 as crapter 3. Prior to incorporation, AR 11—22 was revised to remove

outdated terms and define support relationships more clearly. Ctapter 2 ard

3 of this regulation are not subject to the requirements of AR 11-2.



Summary. This regulation provides guidance and policy for: (1) Managing and

furing of the Amy CAPSIONE Program, (2) Alimng Active and Reserve Canponent

units to meet Army war-time requiremmts, (3) establishing, peacetime planning

and directed training associations, (14) Defining policies and responsibilities

for implementing AC/RC mutual support and equipment sharing activities, and

(5) establishing objectives and procedures, and assigning responsibilities for

the Army's ROBCO Program.

Applicability. This regulation applies to the Active Army, Army National Guard,

and U.S. Army Reserve.

Impact on New Manning System. This regulation does not contain infomation

that affects the New Manning System.

Inteer Control Systems. Only ctapter l of this regulation is subject to the

requirements of AR 11-2.

Supplemaltation. Supplementation of this regulation is prohibited unless

prior approval is obtained from HQDA (DAMO-OUVI), WASH DC 20310-014130.

Interim changes. Interim changes to this regulation are not official unless

they are authenticated by The Adjutant General. Users will destroy interim

changes on their expiration dates unless sooner superseded or rescinded.



Suggested mpmvanmts. The proponent agency for this regulation is the Office

of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans. USers are invited to

forward comments and suggested improvements on DA Form 2028} (Recomnmded Cfnnges

to Publications am Blank Foms) directly to HQDA (DAMO-ODJI), WASH DC 20310-018110.

Distribution. Active Army-B, ARNG and USAR-A.
V
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CHAPER 1

CAPSTODE

1-1. Purpose.

a. This chapter prescribes responsibilities and policies for managing

am furing the Army CAPSTONE Program.

b. The CAPSTQJE Program establishes an organizational structure that will
provide-

(1) .Inproved mobilization am wartime plannirg, mission capability,

am deployability throughout the Total Anny.

(2) The basis for unit camanders to enter into cohesive plannirg

am training associations with their desigmted wartime earmarxis.

(3) Inproved management of the Total Army by focusing the actions

taken under other programs on wartime mission accanplishment; these other

programs include Muttnl Support, Overseas Deployment Training (071‘), and Joint
'exercises. ’

(it) Improved readiness of the Total Army through the aligrment of

Active Carponent (AC) and Reserve Carponent (RC) units to meet Total Army

wartime requiremmts and the needs of the Continental United States (OONUS)

sustaining base.

(5) Identification of shortfalls based on supported Cammnder-in-

Chief (CHIC) Time Frased Force and Deployment Data (TPFDD) to ,provide input

into Total Army Analysis (TAA).



1-2. References.

AR 350-9, Reserve Component Oversea Deployment Training with Active Component

Commands.

1—3. Explanation of abbreviations and terms.
‘

Abbreviations and special terms used in this regulation are explained in

the glossary.

1-4. ReSponsibilities.

a. Deputy Chief of Staff for operations and Plans (DCSOPs). The Dcsobs

will exercise overall responsibility for CAPSTONE and will-
(1) Direct implementation of the CAPSTONE Program.

(2) Monitor unit designation for assignment against CINC OPLAN

organizational requirements.

(3) Conduct periodic reviews as required.

(4) Review programs affected by CAPSTONE.

(5) Monitor milestones associated with aligning, documenting,

training and equipping combat service support organizations.

(6) Establish resource allocation priorities for Roundout Units through

the Department of the Army Master Priority List (DAMPL) as follows:

(a) DAMPL priority for a RC roundout unit rounding out CONUS-based

AC forces will normally be the same as the priority of the AC unit it rounds out.



(b) DAMPL priority for a r'ouniout unit roumirg out forward-

deployed forces will be based on the latest Arrival Mte (LAD) in approved

OPLANS for the rouniout unit.

(c) USAR or AWG units rounding out other RC units will be priori-
tized in the DAMPL based on the LADs of their parent RC units in current

OPLANS.

(d) Roundout units not in the above categories should be

referred to HQDA, A'ITN: DAMO-ODR for DAMPL prioritization.
(7) Assig: all RC roundout units an authorized level of organization

(AID) consistent with the ALO of the AC parent unit or RC parent unit.
(8) Insure trnt the Troop Program Sequence Number (TPSN) of the RC

murout unit is consistent with trat of the AC parent unit.
b. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLm). The DCSIm exercises

overall staff responsibility for the Department of the Army Logistics Readiness

Program. In supporting the CAPSTONE Program, the DCSLDG will--
(1) Program equipment distribution according to established

priorities.
(2) Set logistic readiness goals for equipment on rand.

(3) Review, together with the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for merations and Plans (ODCSOPS), the adequacy of CAPSTObE logistics unit

1

augments.
1

c. Chief, Natiomi Guard ameau (was). frne was w111--‘
‘

(l) Coordinate with Headquarters, U.S. Anny Forces Comrand (HQ,

FDRSCOM), in disseminating CAPSI‘ONE infomation to all Army National Guard

(MG) units.



(2) ,Inrom HQ, Fonscm (Amp—m) when CAPSTONE alignment changes

should be considered due to force structure changes or other pertinent

reasons.

(3) Program and budget: fuIs for Operations and Maintenance, Army

National Guard ((MNG) and National Guard Personnel, Amy (MFA) for ARNG

units.

(1|) Distribute funds and training resources according to priorities
established by Headquarters, Department of the Army (HWA).

(5) Program and redistribute equipment for ARNG units accordirg

to HQDA guidance and other considerations.

(6) Coordimte with HQ, F‘ORSCdd on recanmendations for ARNG units

to participate in the rourout, affiliation am partnership training categories.

(7) Document each CAPSTONE ARM unit on the equipment it will need to

support its wartime mission.

d. Chief, Army Reserve (CAR). The CAR will—-

(1) Coordinate with HQ, Fonscom 1n disseminating CAPSTONE informa—

tion to all U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) units.
I

(2) Inform HQ, FORSCQ’I (AFOP—m) when CAPSTONE alignment charges

should be considered because of force structure changes or other pertinent

reasons.

. (3) Program and budget funds for memtion and Maintenance, Army

Reserve (OMB) am Reserve Personnel, Army (RPA) for USAR units am personnel

to conduct CAPSTONE-related trainirg and liaison visits.
(14) Distribute funds and training resources according to priorities

set by HQDA.
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(5) ngram am budget MAR funding for mobile trainirg teams (M'ITs),

and mobile trainirg task forces (MI'I‘Fs), am incremental costs of AC units

to support USAR units.

(6) Document each CAPSTQE USAR unit on the equipment it will need

to support its wartime mission.

e. Chief of Public Affairs (CPA). The CPA will develm and release public

am internal informtion on the CAPSTONE Program.

f. Cannnnder, U.S. Army Forces Camand (0dr, FORSOM). The Cdr, FORSCm

will—
‘

(1) Establish CAPSTQE alignments for Europe, the Pacific, Southwest

Asia, and the CONIB Sustaining Base/Theater Defense Brigades based on the

appropriate CINC's stated task organized requirements. Publish CAPSI‘ONE align-
P

ments for the OONUS sustaining base based on MACGds requirements.

(2) Serve as the coordinatirg authority for the overall implementation

of the CAPSTONE Program and mintain CAPSTONE alignments.

(3) Insure tl'nt CAPSTOE alignment informtion is disseminated to the

lowest level units in the force.
g

(14) Inform HQDA (DAMO—ODM), National Guard Bmeau (NGB) and Office of

the Chief, Amw Reserve (OCAR), am affected supported CINC, by message, when

out of cycle CAPSTQIE alignment cmnges are trade because of force structure

changes am other pertinent reasons.
l

(5) Coordinate directly with the MB, OCAR, and (MAOQJIS) to implement

and maintain CAPSTONE alignments.

(6) Deve10p planning and training associations for all canponents

within CAPSTONE alignments.



(7) Coordimte with NGB, OCAR, and HQDA to nominate RC units for

Prepositioned Materiel Configured to Unit Sets (PCMCUS), force modernization,

mundout, affiliation, partnership am training exercises according to CAPS‘I‘ONE

aligrments.

(8) Participate 1n direct plannirg liaison bebueen theater Amy Component

carmrs and unified camars to naintain CAPSTONE in. relation to the OPLAN

TPFDD requirements.

(9) Insure tmt RC CAPSTQIE orientation and planning visits to outside

continental United States (OCQIUS) camars are coructed according to AR 350-9.

(10) Evaluate roundout, affiliation, and partnership unit trainirg to

insure canbat readiness is maintained.

(11) Coordinate with the U.s. Amy Training and Doctrine Cammnd (TRADoc)

to program am schedule rouniout, affiliated RC units, and partnership RC units

for training at service schools.

(12) Program and budget Operation and Maintenance, Army (041A) furds

for liaison visits by AC personnel assisting either ARNG or USAR units.

(13) Provide mobilization and deployment plannirg infomation through

FORSCGd Mobilization am Deployment Planning System (FOPMEPS) .

(lit) Coordinate with DAMO-FDL all alignment actions affecting intensively

namged combat service support units under the HQDA MAP.

g. "Cannander, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Cannand (Cdr, TRADOC).

The Cdr, TRADOC, for training base expansion units (USAR Training Divisions,

Brigades, Battalions, Reception Battalions, and Reserve Forces Schools) will:



(1) Provide general post-mobilization mission planning guidance through

the TRADOC Mobilization Operations Planning System (TMOPS), volumes II and III.
(2) Provide specific training guidance.

(3) In coordination with FORSCOM, develop Annual Training mission and

schedules designed to prepare training base expansion units to execute

wartime missions.
V

(u) In coordination with FORSCOM, develop, schedule, and orchestrate

mobilization exercises for training base expansion units.

(5) Provide guidance for peacetime structuring and staffing for training

base expansion units.

(6) Provide guidance for development and documentation of requirements

to support the CONUS training base.

(7) Maintain current listing of CAPSTONE alignments and coordinate

changes with HQ, FORSCOM.

(8) Program and budget OMA funds for liaison visits by service school

personnel to RC roundout, affiliated units.

(9) Provide specific training guidance to combat service support units

under the HQDA MAP.

h. Commander, U.S. Army Health Services Command (Cdr, HSC). The Cdr,

HSC will--
(1) Provide general post-mobilization mission planning guidance

I

through the HSC Mobilization Plan.
a

(2) Maintain a current listing of CAPSTONE alignments and coordinate

changes with HQ, FORSCOM.



(3) Program and budget GVIA funds for liaison visits by HSC personnel

to RC mundout and affiliation units.

(u) Insure that one o:- mor'e orientation, liaison and planning visits
be made to each RC CAPerNE aligned unit annuany.

i. Commander U.S. Army Information Systems Carmand (Cdr, ISC). The Cdr',

ISC upon mobilization assumes earmand of all Signal units desigxated as echelon

above Corps and in that role will--
(1) Provide general post-mobilization mission planning guidance IAW

the applicable OPLAN.

(2) Maintain a current listing of CAPS'IONE alignments and coordinate

charges with HQ FORSOOM.

(3) Program and budget GVIA funds for liaison visits by ISC personnel

to CAPSTOBE affiliation, and associated units.

(l4) Participate in direct planning liaison between Army component

cannands and unified camands to mintain currency in go to war planning and

OPLAN TPFDD requirements.

(5) Coordinate with the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Cannand

(TRADOC) to program and schedule affiliated RC units for training at service

schools in conjunction with reorganization and/or equipment fielding.

J . All other MACON! contenders. These MACOM camanders will—-

(1) Maintain a current listing of CAPSTONE alignments and coordinate

changes with HQ, FORSOCM. r. a

(2) Respond to support requests from FORSCOM to implement and maintain

CAPSTONE as it pertains to their respective MACOM.

(3) Monitor those DI‘As incorporated into CAPSI‘ONE.



k. Canmnders-in-Chief, U.S. Amy and Cannanding Generals, U.S. Army

supporting or supported camnands. These earmanders will—-

(1) Desigaate a gaining subordinate commnd for each Am Force

Requirement Number (Fm) on the OPLAN TPFDD.

(2) Conduct oversea deployment training according to AR 350-9 and

CAPSTONE alignments.

(3) Program and budget OMA funds for liaison visits to CAPSTONE aligned

units.

1. Camranders of CAPSI‘ONE gaining comand units. These commanders will--
(1) Coordimte with HQ, F‘ORSCOM in dissanimting CAPSTONE informtion

to all subordinate units as quickly as possible to the lowest'level unit in

the force.

(2) Disseminate War Plans and Field Standing Operating Procedures

(FSOPs) to subordinate CAPSTONE alignment organizations trat will develop

supporting plans and FSOPs. Normally, War Plans and FSOPs will not be required

below battalion level. Companies and detachments should have the FSOP of

their CAPSTONE aligled headquarters.

(3) Sustain planning activities with subordinate headquarters through

such activities as--

(a) Conferences and meetings.

(b) Training exercises.

(c) RC inactive duty training (IDI')'and annual training (AT)

visits.
(l4) Insure trat directives preventing interference with the peacetime

crain of command are followed.



(5) Initiate CAPSTONE mission letters in sifficient time and detail

to allow AC and RC units to prepare training programs and to prepare for their

wartime mission.

(6) Provide the supporting command with a support-to—supported unit

nondivisional combat service support (CSS) maintenance unit employment plan

based on density of maintenance significant equipment. The plan must identify

Specific unit identification code (U1C) of CSS units and the type equipment

the unit will maintain.

(7) Insure assigned units prepare battle books or similar documents.

m. Commanding General, U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Division Command

(CG, USACIDC). The CG, USACIDC will—

(1) Provide general post—mobilization mission planning guidancestoi

all AC and RC Criminal Investigation Detachment (C1D) unitsf‘>

(2) Provide recommendations to CG, FORSCOM on CAPSTONE alignments

for CID units.

(3) Program and budget OMA funds for liaison visits by USACIDC

personnel to RC ClD units.

1-5. Concept of operation.

a. CAPSTONE accurately portrays alignment of units based on validated

C1NC OPLAN requirements. Requirements are determined in the Total Army Analysis

(TAA) process. TAA portrays the constrained force structure requirements for

current and programmed years based on projected resource capability. CAPSTONE,

in itself, does not establish requirements.

b. The CAPSTONE Program is published in five volumes. Each volume will
be reviewed periodically. A change message(s) will be published to reflect



force structure, doctrinal, and deletion changes. Each volume will be re-

published when the correSponding OPLAN is revised. These volumes are as follows:

(1) Volume I, The Army CAPSTONE Program.

(a) Letter of Instruction.

(b) Multiple Listing.

(c) Planning and Training Priorities.

(2) Volume ll, CAPSTONE—-Europe.

(3) Volume 111, CAPSTONE—Southwest Asia.

(4) Volume 1v, CAPSTONE—Pacific.

(5) Volume V, CAPSTONE—-CONUS Sustaining Base/Theater Defense Brigades.

1-6. Planning and training relationships.

a. Three separate and distinct associations exist in the CAPSTONE Program.

The associations include peacetime command and control, CAPSTONE wartime

associations, and Directed Training Associations (DTAs).

b. Peacetime command and control guidance for Operation of CAPSTONE

planning and training associations is as follows: ~

(1) CAPSTONE organizational alignments is the vehicle through which

commanders enter into cohesive planning and training associations

with their designated wartime command. These associations are designed to

permit thorough and continuous mobilization planning and preparation to

facilitate rapid wartime deployment and employment.

(2) Unit associations cross existing peacetime command lines. These

associations will not circumvent or violate existing command channels on matters

of policy, command and control, training management, planning, or funding.
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(3) For the unit associations to function effectively, extensive

informal coordination is required between associated units. Normally, such

coordination will follow established peacetime command channels. However,

when appr0priate and with the consent of commanders (USAR) or adjutants general

(ARNG) involved, informal coordination may follow the CAPSTONE association

channel. Any taskings such as (but not limited to) requests to prepare War

Plans and FSOPs or to attend conferences will be submitted by the requesting

headquarters thrOugh appropriate peacetime command channels for approval.

(4) Command and control headquarters in the peacetime chain of command

will be kept advised by their subordinate unit of CAPSTONE planningpactivity.

c. CAPSTONE alignments determine planning associations. Planning associa-

tions provide a means for aligned units to conduct mission planning with the

wartime command, either overseas or in CONUS.

(1) The flow of wartime planning information will follow CAPSTONE

alignments. AC and RC units must incorporate the planning and training require—

ments of both the peacetime and wartime chain of command into the commander's

yearly training program. Once integrated, the peacetime chain of of command

can then adequately resource units to meet training needs. Units will use the

wartime planning information gained from their planning associations as the

primary factor in determining training OCONUS.

(2) CAPSTONE visits and training with OCONUS commands will be

conducted according to AR 350-9. i

(3) Frequent exchanges of information between peacetime and wartime

command headquarters are encouraged to insure that subordinate units receive

prompt wartime mission planning guidance.



(4) CAPSTONE planning associations will be a primary consideration

when developing ccmmand post exercises (CPXs), field training exercises (FTXs),

and joint training exercises (JTXs).

(5) Because of force structure constraints and reduirements to provide

combat, combat support, and-combat service support units to Army component

commanders, many units are listed on more than one OPLAN/CAPSTONE alignment to

meet worldwide contingency requirements. Volume I contains missicn priorities
for planning and training. Commanders must direct their planning and training

efforts toward the priorities specified in Volume I. These priorities provide

each unit guidance to develop War Plans (when required), FSOPs, and mission-

oriented training.

(6) CAPSTONE is a flexible program designed to meet the present and-ms“

future needs of the Army. Proposed changes must serve to meet the requirementsm'

set forth by the supported CINC or MACOM commander.

d. Directed’Training Associations.

(t) DTAs will—-

(a) Be implemented to improve training and overall readiness.

(b) Complement planning associations where possible.

(c) Provide direct interaction among units.

(2) When funding and geographical constraints prevent units from

conducting training with wartime aligned units, the peacetime command head-

quarters will provide the necessary training resources that will allow the unit to

train for its wartime mission. ‘

(a) DTAs are for the mutual benefit of participating units.

Formal Memorandum of Agreement need not be enacted, however as an except basis

when requested by units or intermediate headquarters. The Memorandum of Agreement

(when enacted) is a very important document. It should be used to cement
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support requireehts that will be provided recommended training priorities and

generally be'a "living" agreement constantly under review by both parties.

(b) For RC units, an appropriate training environment focused

on the RC unit's wartime mission should be a major consideration for AT and lDT.

(3) Troop listsxfor training and readiness exercises will be drawn

using CAPSTONE alignments when possible.

(4) Categories of DTAs are discussd below:

(a) Roundout.

1. A unit from one component (AC, ARNG, USAR) organized.to

complete another unit in a different component. A RoundOut unit brings under-

structured units in other components to designated organizational structure.

2. RC units designated as roundout to CONUS—based'AC forces

will normally be assigned a priority for allocation of resources equal to

that of the AC parent. RC units designated as roundout to forward-deployed

or other RC forces will be prioritized based on LAD in approved ClNC OPLANs.

3. Roundout units will be scheduled to deploy with their

parent unit or as soon as possible thereafter according to supported ClNC

priorities.

4. ODCSOPS identifies roundout requirements and, after

coordination with FORSCOM, NGB, and OCAR, selects units to fill these require-

ments.

5. Units no longer designated as roundout due to structuring

changes will be assigned a new DAMPL and CAPSTONE afliation‘ based on TAA

requirements.

(b) Affiliation.
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1. Affiliation is DTA designed to increase training readiness
through association with a like-type AC unit. This association uses CAPSTONE

as a guide, but geographical factors may override CAPSTONE‘alignment.

2. FORSCOM will establish associations between AC and RC

units to provide dedicated year-round training assistance to the RC unit. In
these associations AC units provide training assistance and equipment support

to RC units.

3. FORSCOM, in coordination with NGB and OCAR,

will nominate AC and RC affiliations.
4. The affiliation»category is directed by ODCSOPS and

managed by FORSCOM.

(c) Partnership Program.

1. The Partnership Program aligns major combat and Special
Forces units of the RC with similar AC units for the purpose of improving the
training readiness of the RC units.

2. The AC/RC Partnership Program applies to-all major

combat and Special Forces units.
I

3. FORSCOM will designate an apprOpriate AC division, brigade,
regiment, or group to host and provide dedicated year—round training assistance
to its RC partner unit.

4. FORSCOM will, in coordination with NGB,.OCAR, and other

MACOMs, direct and manage the AC/RC Partnership Program.

(d) Corps/Division Training Coordination Program (CORTRAIN).

1. CORTRAIN aligns AC divisions, brigades, and regiments

under CONUS-based Corps headquarters. The purpose of this alignment is to
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I

focué on training and contingency planning to improve combat readiness.

Corps will not be involved in day to day BASOPS functions for units locamed at

installations not directly commanded by the Corps. RC units of similiar size

will be associated with CONUS based corps.through the Directed Training

Associatioanartnership Program.

2. FORSCOM will direct and the CONUS—based Corps will

manage the CORTRAIN program.

(e) Counterpart Program for RC attack helicopter units.

1. The Counterpart Program for ARNG attack helicopter units

associates these units with their AC counterparts.

2. FORSCOM will designate an appropriate AC unit to host

and provide year—round training assistance to its ARNG counterpart unit.

3. The counterpart relationship will be included in the

AC/RC Partnership Program.

(f) RC units without a DTA can obtain training assistance from

Ac units bye—

1. Establishing mutual support agreement (para 7d(2)(a))

with an AC unit of similar MTOE/and mission that is in close geographical

proximity.

2. Requesting assistance through appropriate peacetime

channels to ask an AC unit to provide training assistance on a timely basis.

'I

1-7. Program initiative update.

The CG, FORSCOM will submit an annual program initiative update to HQDA
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(DANG—OD), WASH DC, 20310h0440 on 31 October of each year. This message

should include, but not be limited to the following-

a. Significant planning and training activities for the last 12-month

period.

b. Significant planning and training activities scheduled for the next

12-month period.

c. Summary of CAPSTONE alignment changes.

d. Identification and discussion of problem areas.

1—8. Funding.

Funding for the CAPSTONE program includes pay and allowances for ARNG and USAR

personnel as well as travel for all personnel. ‘

a. Procedures. NGB and FORSCOM will establish funding procedures for

use of‘CAPSTONE funds by ARNG and USAR units respectively.

b. OCONUS travel.

(1) ARNG units. All OCONUS travel by ARNG units or cells will be

conducted according to AR 350—9. Travel by ARNG full—time support (FTS) personnel

accompanying the ARNG unit will be funded with available NGPA funds.

(2) USAR units. A11 OCONUS travel by USAR units or’ cells will be

conducted according to AR 350—9. USAR travel will be funded from available RPA

funds. Travel by FTS personnel will be funded with available OMAR funds.

(3) AC units. Travel by AC MTT in support of RC training will be

funded by OM funds provided to AC host installation by FORSCOM.

c. CONUS travel. w
'

w

(1) NGB travel. NGB has allocated specific funds (NGPA) to the State

adjutants general for CAPSTONE planning and coordination conferences.

(2) USAR travel. USAR travel, ADT or AT, will be funded from available

RPA funds. OMAR funds available to the major U.S. Army Reserve Command (MUSARC)

should be used for—-
23



(a) Travel of troop program unit members in an IDT status.

(b) Travel of full—time military and civilian personnel involved

in CAPSTONE planning and training. ‘

(3) AC travel. Travel by AC units or individuals for CAPSTONE planning

will be funded with available OMA travel funds. Travel by AC elements providing

training assistance as an MTT- or annual training assistance team to support RC

training will be funded by OMAR/OMA funds provided to the AC sponsor installation

by FORSCOM.
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CHAPTER II
MUTUAL SUPPORT AND EQUIPMENT SHARING

2-1. Purpose. This chapter prescribes policy and responsibilities for imple-

menting the Mutual Support Program within the Army. It also defines mutual

support activities annng AC, ARNG, and USAR elements. These include the following:

a. The support of AC to RC. (See para 7.)
b. The support of RC to AC. (See para 7.)
c. The support among RC. (See para 7.)

2-2. References.

a. Required publications.

(1) AR 5-8 (Host-Supported Activity Relationships (Intraservice)).

Cited in paragraph 6.

(2) AR 5—9 (Intraservice Support Installation Area Coordination).

Cited in paragraphs 4 and 6.

(3) AR 5-16 (Army Supplement to Defense Regional Interservice Support

(DRIA) Regulation).
'

(4) AR 37—49 (Budgeting. Funding, and Reimbursement‘for Base Operations

Support of Army Activities). Cited in paragraphs 4 and 6.

(5) AR 350-3 (Tactical Intelligence Readiness Training (REDTRAIN)).

Cited'in paragraph 2.

(6) AR 350—9 (Reserve Component Oversea Deployment Training'with

Active Component Commands). Cited in paragraph 2.
I

(7) NGR 750-2 (Mobilization and Training Equipment Sites (MATES)).

Cited in paragraph 6.



(8) FORSCOM Regulation 37—6 (USAR Financial Management and Reserve

Cqmponent Support). Cited in paragraph 4.

(9) AR 700-131 (Loan and Lease of Amy Materiel).

b. Related'publications. (A related publication is merely a source of

additional information. The user does not have to read it‘to understand this
chapter.)

V

(1) AR 28-19 (Department of the Army Domestic Action Program).

(2) Dov Manual 4000.19—R (Defense Regional Intraservice Support (mus)
Regulation).

(3) AR 140—1 (Mission, Organization and Training).

(4) AR 140~1O (Assignments, Attachments, Details and Transfers).
(5) AR 140-145 (Army individual Mobilization Augmentee Program).

2-3. Responsibilities.

a. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans (DCSOPS) has Army

General Staff responsibility for managing Mutual Support and Equipment Sharing.
b. CONUSA and Major Army commanders are responsible for conducting this

program within their respective commands.

c. The State Adjutants General and the Commanders, Major US Army Reserve

Commands (MUSARC) will provide equipment to fill AC and RC shortfalls, when

'available, and when the loan will not deprive the owning unit of training
opportunities.

d. Major RC commanders should visit or confer with commanders of AC units,
installations, or activities for the purpose of developing mutually agreeable
working relationships and determining types of equipment or other actions
appropriate for this program.

A

'

e. Commanders of AC installations or activities will——

(1) Provide available activities, services, and equipment to support
the development of RC soldiers and unit readiness.
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(2) Include, when appropriate, RC personnel and units in AC exercises

at all levels. This will be done both within the CONUS and outside CONUS

(OCONUS) .
V

(3) Loan equipment to fill RC shortfalls from AC1uhits, when available.

(4) Coordinate equipment shortfalls with the appropriate State Adjutant

General or MUSARC commander.

(5) Provide equipment to fill RC shortfalls,'when available.

f. AC and RC commanders at all levels will-
(1) Seek opportunities to make known the facilities, activities,

equipment, assistance, and training opportunities available for mutual support.

(2) Initiate programs to eXpand activities which develop increased

unit readiness or effectiveness.

(3) Identify equipment needed to support training projected for the

training year and not on hand in the unit.

(4) Participate in mutual support coordination visits and conferences,

when possible.

2—4. The Mutual Support Program.

a. Concept. The Mutual Support Program outlines working relationships

among elements of the AC, ARNG, and USAR. It involves sharing equipment,

operational expertise, training opportunities and other factors necessitated

by mission requirements. Domestic actions under AR 28—19 do not apply. The

program is administered and supervised informally, but in a manner consistent

with sound practices and mission accomplishment. Implementation will not be

curtailed by unnecessary administrative detail. The success of the program

will depend on the initiative and ingenuity of commanders of all components.

Participation in mutual support activities will be approved at the command
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leael where required resources can be programmed or provided. Budgeting and

funding for resources to support the Mutual Support Program is governed by AR?

37-49, AR 5—9, and FORSCOM Regulation 37-7.

b. Objectives. The objectives of the Mutual Support Program are as follows:

(1) Improve the mission capability and mobilization readiness of the

IRR and Troop Program Units; This is done by developing close relationships

between the RC and their AC counterparts. Such relationships enhance techni-

cal proficiency, make current doctrine and techniques available to both, and

develop familiarity with equipment items of limited availability.

(2) Provide means for peacetime training of RC individuals and units

on equipment systems not otherwise available to them. Of particular concern

is the added emphasis in the mobilization planning process and the HQDA

Management Action Plan (MAP) on the ability of RC combat service support (CSS)

individuals and units to support modernized equipment. Prepositioning of

materiel configured to unit sets (POMCUS) also increases the requirement for

more equipment sharing. Prudent use of such programs as Mutual Support and

Equipment Sharing. Affiliation, and AC/RC Partnership is a way for units to

develop rapidly the expertise required to accomplish their missions. The

Mutual Support Program establishes a means by which AC and RC individuals

and units meet the need to share equipment and other mutual support activities.

(3) Help the AC accomplish its mission by providing RC combat support

(CS) and Combat Service Support (CSS) individuals and units. Such RC individuals

and units are provided in direct mission support of AC units, supply and services,

transportation, maintenance activities, communication centers: and health

services activities.
K

(4) Enhance total force readiness through the sharing of experiences,

equipment, and facilities.



(5) Develop a common understanding among all components.

(6) Grant priority, to the extent possible, to units in Directed

Training Associations (UTA).

(7) Effect comprehensive and dynamic mutual support by fostering

imaginative new concepts of association between AC and RC within the resources

available and whenever and wherever practicable.

(8) Supplement the relationships established between AC and RC units

under the CAPSTONE Program, Affiliation Program, AC/RC Partnership Program,

CORTRAIN, Counterpart Training Program and IMA Program.

c. Program.effectiveness. The effectiveness of this program.will be

measured by increased readiness and job satisfaction.

2-5. Equipment sharing,

a. Modern equipment that is made available to high priority AC and RC

units will also be loaned to RC CS and CSS units that will deploy to support

this equipment. Appropriate special tools and test equipment will accompany

equipment furnished. CS and CSS units will be trained in peacetime on the

equipment they will support in wartime.

b. Mobilization and Training Equipment Sites (MATES) and Equipment Concen-

tration Sites (ECS) are ARNG and USAR equipment sites, respectively. They are

designed primarily to position equipment for mobilization and training purposes.

This equipment is RC unit equipment, and contributing units have the first
priority of use. There is a critical need to overcome the effects of equipment

shortages. Therefore, all components must make their equipment available for

necessary training activities.



c. Loan agreements and interservice support agreements will be accomplished

in accordance with AR 700-3t, AR 37-49, AR 5-8, AR 5-9, and AR 5—16. There

will be no use charge for borrowed equipment. The borrowing unit will reimburse

for petroleum, oils and lubricants (POL); normal maintenance; and repair parts
used in maintaining the borrowed equipment. These reimbursable costs will be

arranged through a prenegotiated Support Agreement (DD Form 1144). For guidance

on preparing DD Form $144, see AR 5-16 (Army Supplement to Defense Regional
Interservice Support (DRIS) Regulation). Equipment will be returned in the

same condition as received, except for fair wear and tear due to training use.
d. The loan of ARNG equipment to other DOD Agencies will be in accordance

with AR 700—I3t and NGR 750—2. If equipment is issued from a MATES, issue and

turn-in labor charges will be assessed as reimbursable costs..
2—6. Support Arrangements.

I

a. Active Component support to Reserve Components. The mutual support

activities listed below may be furnished by the AC under support arrangements

to the RC. This 11st is mt all inclusive.

(l) Train RC members who cannot attend AT with their units.
(2) Provide instructors and demonstration troops for RC unit training

by means of Mobile Training Teams (MTT).

(3) Conduct familiarization training on new equipment or displaced
equipment that is not available to the RC.

. (4) Include RC personnel and units in AC command post exercises (CPX)
and field training exercises (FTX). - i

(5) Provide squad or crew proficiency courses, tank crew qualification
courses, and helicopter gunnery ranges for RC training.

(6) Include RC personnel in AC discipline and law and order activities.



(7) Conduct aviation related training. Such training may consist

of, but is not limited to, the following:

(a),

(b)

(c)

(d)

devices.

(e)

Nap—of—the-earth (NOE) .

Instfument training to include tacticaliinstruments.

Combined arms trainingQ

Night aviation training to include the use of night vision

Aircraft loadmaster training.

(8) Present instruction in the conduct of parades and ceremonies.’

Provide a band for RC ceremonies.

(9) Provide MTT to assist in the training of RC personnel who are

not qualified in a military occupational specialty (MOS) and who are otherwise

unable to become qualified.

(10) Conduct Specialized training at AC installations, activities, or,

by means of MTT, in certain skilled occupational fields. Such fields include

the following:

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(e)

Military Intelligence.

Armored vehicular launched bridge crewman/mechanic.

Generator operator/mechanic.

Jumpmaster.

Meteorology.



(f) Special ammunition processing.

(g) Radar operator/mechanic.

(h); Waterproofing.

(i) Driver testing.
.

(j) Intelligence and physical security operations.
(k) Communications-Electronics transmission, switching,

terminal, and CONBEC operations and maintenance.

(l) Health Services.

(m) Tactical Automatic Data Processing.

(1?) Provide specialized MOS training for RC special forces units,
military intelligence units, and IRR during inactive duty training (IDT).

(12) Present communications security (COMSEC) training and materials.
(13) Provide training materials from service schools, units, installar

tions, or activities. Such materials include lesson plans, student handouts,
and programs of instruction.

(14) Provide study projects for RC civil affairs units. RC military
intelligence units, Individual Mobilization Augmentee (EMA), and IRR members.

(i5) Provide spaces for RC personnel to attend AC service schools.
(16) Provide on-the-job training at staff support and field operating

agencies or activities for selected RC and Full—Time Support personnel. Such
training will be consistent with the training requirements of the RC unit
involved.

117) Provide correspondence courses upon enrollment of students.
'1

(18) Present public affairs courses for RC personnel.
(1'9) Provide ID card support to RC units and IRR members.
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(20) Loan equipment for temporary use to RC units when their organic

equipment is not on hand, inoperable, or not available in sufficient quantity

to meet their training requirements.

(2?) Provide use of the facilities, equipment, or:services available

at Training Support Centerstor visual information activities.
(22) Evaluate RC AT.

(23) Invite RC individuals and units to observe firings of scarce

training munitions such as TOW, DRAGON, REDEYE, and STINGER.

(24) Provide RC access to specialized training facilities such as

REDEYE Moving Target Simulators (MTS).

(25) Provide RC access to all AC firing ranges, maneuver areas, training

areas, and facilities.
I

(26) Train RC officers and NCOs in specialized intelligence functions

during periods of active duty under the Tactical Intelligence Readiness Training

(REDTRAIN).

(27) Conduct qualification and training on new aircraft for which there

has been a limited issue to the RC.

(28) Provide training opportunities for IMA and IRR members in basic

soldier skills such‘as small arm weapons firing and hands-on nuclear, biological,
and chemical (NBC) training.

(29) Provide ground and air transportation support.

[(30) Provide data processing support to personnel service companies

for establishing a Standard Installation/Division Personnnel §ystem (SIDPERS)

data base.

(31') Provide medical examinations or supplemental professional. services,

such as X-ray, laboratory, EKG, audiometric services, and other services as

required by law or regulation.
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(32) Provide AC data processing units (DPU) equipment and support to

RC DPUs during IDT and AT.

(33) Provide personnel and equipment in support of RC units administering

Skill Qualification Tests (sow).
V

(34) Provide use of secure classified information facilities (SCIF)

to include secure communications, where available.

(35) Provide air weather service support.

(36) Provide Area of Concentration (AOC)/MOS related counterpart

training to officers, warrant officers and enlisted members of the IRR.

(37) Provide physical examinations for IRR personnel when required

and facilities permit.

(38) Provide MOS refresher and on—the—job training for full-time

manning personnel (AC/Active Guard/Reserve (AGR)) as required.

b. Reserve Component support to Active Components. The mutual support

activities listed below may be furnished by the RC under support arrangements.

This list is not all inclusive.
(l) Provide instruction in technical subjects to include civil affairs

(CA), military intelligence (MI), Judge Advocate General (JAG), chaplain,

health services, and counterintelligence.

(2) Prepare, direct, control, and umpire training exercises (FTX, CPX,

Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) and Map Maneuver Exercises (MAPEX))

through the US Army Reserve Maneuver Area Command (MAC) and Maneuver Training

Command (MTC) and other units having specialized capabilities: Such capabilities

include special forces, civil affairs, psychological operations units, reinforce—

ment training units, and IMA detachments.



(3) Provide RC bands, color guards, drill teams, and marching units

for both military and civilian ceremonies.

(4) Provide instruction in USARF Schools for AC personnel.

(5) Build or repair bridges, roads, and other structures under site

support or training missions.

(6) Provide medical support to Armed Forces Military Entrance Processing

Stations.

(7) Augment selected activities of staff support and field operating

agencies such as finance and accounting offices, military police (MP) units,

reception stations, and maintenance shops or depots.
I

(8) Assist major Army commands in preparing and reviewing civil
affairs estimates, plans, handbooks, and area studies and provide RC civil
affairs specialists to AC staff sections.

(9) Assist AC legal and income tax assistance programs. This may be

done by providing such assistance to active duty and retired service members

or their dependents who reside in communities adjacent to'Reserve training

centers. It may also be done by partial or weekendlstaffing of-active installa-
tion offices.

(10) Provide logistical, administrative, communications, health services,

and physical security support to active installations by planning, coordinating,

and operating these types of activities during RC training periods.

r (ll) Provide additional instructors to Reserve Officer Training Corps

(ROTC) detachments and conduct rifle marksmanship training, practical exercises,

and demonstrations for ROTC cadets.
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(12) Provide personnel to promote interest in senior ROTC and in the

service academies by visiting and speaking to high school students; youth

organizations; and civic, business and industrial groups.

(13) Conduct AC automated data processing (ADP) functions during RC

training periods using AC systems and equipment.

(14) Provide transportation support to the AC'by moving supplies

and equipment.

(15) Assist the AC by providing units and personnel to conduct search

and rescue operations when ordered by proper authority.

(16) Augment AC service schools with instructors for selected subjects

and conduct entire courses of instruction of 1 or 2 weeks duration.

(17) Augment AC postal units.

(18) Evaluate AC unit training exercises.

(19) Assist AC units and installations prepare and update military

.histories.

(20) Provide support to the civil defense activities of AC headquarters

and installations or activities.
(21) Prepare psychological operations (PSYDP) area assessments for

Ac units.
'

(22) Support AC intelligence'activities through the following:

(a) Document translation.

(b) Imagery interpretation.

(c) Interrogation of refugees. . .

(d) Order of battle.

(e) Technical intelligence operations.

(f) Counterintelligence activities.
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(g) Actual IDT and AT production of field intelligence.

(h) Limited signal intelligence and operations security -

(SIG'LNT /OPSEC ) operations .

(23) Assist installation and district engineers by inspecting RC

facilities and by designing facilities activities such as training centers,

support buildings, ranges, and field training areas.
‘

(24) Perform minor construction tasks.

(25) Repair and maintain training facilities at AC installations

and activities.
(26) Install communications lines.

(27) Provide military police (MP) augmentation and relief at CONUS

bases.

(28) Auguent public affairs sections of AC units participating in

CPXs, FTXs, joint training exercises (JTX), joint readiness exercises (JRX),
and other major exercises.

(29) Provide AC access to maneuver areas, ranges, and training areas

and facilities.
(30) Assist AC service schools in the development and updating of

training literature.
(31') Provide RC DPU mission support to AC DPUs during IDT and AT.

(32) Provide air weather service support.

'
(33) Provide IRR personnel support to AC units and installations for

the conduct of CPXs, FTXs, and JTXs and for the conduct of Annual Training

(AT) site support.

(34) Provide support maintenance of major end items and components.



(35) Assist USATC in providing initial entry training (IET) to new

soldiers in Basic Training (BT), OMFs It, 12, 13, 14, 19 and selected CSS MOS.

c. Support anbng Reserve Components. The mutual support activities
listed below may be funnished under support arrangements between the ARNG and

USAR. This list is not all inclusive.
(t) Provide quotas for personnel of both components in schools of the

ARNG and the USAR. This can include USAR schools and ARNG noncommissioned

officer (NCO) academies.

(2) Provide use of training facilities and equipment not available
to the other component during IDT, AT and ADT.

(3) Provide transportation support by moving personnel, supplies,

and equipment to training sites during IDT, AT and ADT.

(4) Evaluate units of the other components during MXs, CPXs and

ARTEPs.

(5) Prepare, direct and control exercises of the other component

during training periods.

(6) Provide training in certain specialized areas such as CA, JAG,

MI, and health services.

(7) Repair and maintain the equipment of both components in combined

support maintenance facilities when authorized.

(8) Provide legal assistance to personnel of both components during

IDT, Ar, and ADT.

(9) Administer physical examinationshandlimmunizations to personnel

of both components during TDT, AT and ADT.

(l0) Augment the staffs of major units with personnel having specific
capabilities.



(V?) Prepare the joint studies, plans, and programs.

(12) Perform minor construction tasks at training sites and ranges

controlled by ARNG.

(13) Participate in parades and other ceremonies sponsored by the

other component.

(14) Loan equipment-for temporary use to the other component when its
organic equipment is not on hand, inoperable, or not available in sufficient

quantity to meet training requirements.

(t5) Plan and participate in training activities of the other component

during IDT, AT and ADT.

(t6) Provide use of SCIF to include secure communications, where available.

(t7) Provide air weather service support.

(18) Provide basic soldier training during IDT for new enlistees

awaiting entry to initial active duty for training (IADT).
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CHAPTER III
REQUIREMENT OBJECTIVE CODE (ROBCO) PROGRAM

3—1. Purpose. This Chapter establishes the objectives and assigns respons—

ibilities for the Army's Requirement Objective Code (ROBCO) Program. Detailed

procedures are outlined in DA Pamphlet (TBP) .

3—2. Objectives. The basic use of the ROBCO is to identify unit mission

assignments for operational planning, and resource purposes. The objectives

of the ROBCO program are as follows.

a. Record current planned wartime commitments of Army units.
b. Provide a vehicle to align unit resourcing priorities consistent with

current wartime commitments.

c. Incorporate ROBCOs in operational planning systems, force structure

systems and Unit Status and Identity Reporting System (UNITREP).

d. Facilitate planning for and execution of contingency situations through

interface with the Worldwide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) and'

the Joint Deployment System (JDS).

e. Facilitate force accounting and programing actions through interface
with the Force Accounting System (FAS).

f. Facilitate assignment of the Department of the Army Master Priority
List (DAMPL) sequence numbers to below-the—line combat support and combat

service support units both the Active and Reserve'Components..

3-3. Responsibilities.

a. Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans (DCSOPS). The DCSOPS

will-—



(i) Have overali staff responsibility for the ROBCO Program.

(2) Develop policy for and reconcile conflicts pertaining to ROBCO

assignments.

I
(3) Review and validate unit ROBCOs assigned by US Army Forces Command

(FORSCOM). The DCSOPS also.assigns ROBCOs to inplace forces of the Commander—

in-Chief, US Army, Europe, and Seventh Army (CINCUSAREUR); the CG, Eighth US

Amy (EUSA); and the CG, US Amy Japan (USARJ).

(4) Apply ROBCO, where appropriate, to establish and maintain interface I

with the DAMPL.

(5) Apply validated unit ROBCOe to the FAs.

(6) Validate unit ROBCO and DAMPL data contained in the Master Force

(M—Force) computer file. The DCSOPS also provides distribution instructions

for this file to the US Army Command and Control Support Agency (USACCSA).

b. Commanding General, US Army Forces Command (CG, FORSCOM). The CG,

FORSCOM will—-

(I) Based on planned unit wartime missions expressed in applicable

time-phased force and deployment data (TPFDD) assign unit ROBCOs to all units in

the continental United States (CONUS), US Army Western Command (WESTCOM), Alaska,

Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. ROBCOs will be forwarded to HQDA(DAMO—ODM)

for review and validation.

(2) Maintain unit ROBCO data in the FORSCOM data bases. These include

the-TPFDD for each operation plan (OPLAN) supported, the FORSCOM Mobilization

Troop Basis Stationing Plan (MTBSP), and CAPSTONE.

(3) Provide unit ROBCO data to appropriate Army component commands

for use in developing and maintaining joint OPLANs.

c. Director, US Army Management Systems Support Agency (USAMSSA). The

Director, USAMSSA will—-



(1) Provide quarterly reports containing unit ROBCO data to HQDA

(DANG-ODM) for verification of unit mobilization data.

(2) Provide a quarterly M—Force computer file containing unit ROBCO

data to USACCSAr

(3) Provide a monthly M—Force computer file containing unit ROBCO

data to USACCSA for update of the UNITREP data base.

d. Commander, US Army Command and Control Support Agency (USACCSA).

The Commander, USACCSA will—

(1) Provide an updated Force Mobilization Troop Basis (FMTB) computer

file containing unit ROBCO data to Army major and component commands. The

file will be used in developing and maintaining Joint OPLANs in support of.

the Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System (AMOPS).

(2) Apply the updated M-Force computer file to the UNITREP’data

base each month.

(3)» Maintain unit Rosco assignments in the UNITREP data base.

(4) Provide monthly computer files containing updated UNITREP data

to major and component commands

(5) Apply ROBCOs to the UNITREP data base for inplace forces of

CINCUSAEUR; CG, EUSA; and CG, USARJ.

e. Commander—in—Chief, US Army, Europe, and Seventh Army; Commanding

General, Eighth US Army; and Commanding General, US Army, Japan. These officials
will validate ROBCOs assigled by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for

operations and Plans (ovcsops).

fl Commanding General, US Army Western Canmand (CG, WESTCOM). The CG,

WESTCOM will validate ROBCOs assigned by FORSCOM.
’

g. Heads of other CONUS major Army commands. These officials will-
(i) Provide the CG, FORSCOM with unit mission data as required.

(2) Validate ROBCOs assigned by FORSCOM.

r
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3-4 . Claslsification guidance .

ROBCOs associated with a specific unit(s) are classified SECREE. Classification

of lists drawn from computer data bases using ROBCOs will be determined by the

composition of the list of forces. The preparing agency or headquarters will
use AR 380-90 as a guide.



Glossary

séction I
Abbreviations

AC "h

Active Component

ADT
active duty for training

AID
authorized level of organization.

ARNG . u
Army National Guard

AT
annual training

CAR
Chief, Army Reserve

CDR
commander

CG
commanding general

CID
Criminal Investigation Detachment

CINC
Commander—in—Chief

CNGB a

Chief, National Guard Bureau

CONUS -

continental United States

CONUSA
continental United States Army

CORTFAIN
Corps/Division Training Coordination Program

CPA
Chief of Public Affairs

CPX
g

command post exercise



CSS
combat service support

DAMPL
Department of the Army Master Priority List

DCSLOG
'

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

DCSOPS
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans

FORSCOM
US Army Forces Command

FRN
Force Requirement Number

FSOP
Field Standing Operating Procedure

FTS
full-time support

FTX
field training exercise

HQ
headquarters

HQDA
Headquarters, Department of the Army

HSC
U.S. Army'Health Services Command

LDT
inactive duty training

JTX
joint training exercise

MACOM
major Army command

MTOE
'

modification table of organization and equipment

MTT
mobile training team
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M‘I'TF
mobile training task force

MUSARC
major U.S. Army Reserve Command

NGB
National Guard Bureau

NGPA
National Guard Personnel, Army

OCAR
Office of the Chief, Army Reserve

OCONUS
outside continental United States

ODCSOPS
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff fbr Operations and Plans

OMA
Operation and Maintenance, Army

OMAR
Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve

OMNG
Operations and Maintenance, Army National Guard

OPLAN
operations plan

POMCUS -

Prepositioned Materiel Configured to Unit Sets

RC ~

Reserve Component

RPA
Reserve Personnel, Army

TAA
Total'Army Analysis

TRADOC
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

USATC
U.S. Army Training Center
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Section II
Terms

Roundout
Roundout units are units from one component (AC, ARNG, USAR) organized to
complete other units in a different component.. A roundout unit brings under-
structured units in other components designated organizational structure.

Technical sponsor ’
Proponents for applicable programs of instruction at U.S. Army training centers.

Time—Phased Force and Deployment Data ‘
The computer supported data base portion of an operation plan; it contains
time-phased force data, nonunit-related cargo and personnel data, and transportar
tion data for the operation plan.

Training association
Direct interaction annng or between wartime association units (geographically
proximate) to improve training and readiness.

Training relationship
A relationship entered by AC and RC units to simulate wartime organizations
and environments for realistic training in support of units' wartime mission.

Wartime mission
A unit's mission based on the contingency for which it is task organized.
A unit may be required to prepare for two or more OPLAN missions if required
by force structure considerations within a projected theater of operations.

Wartime mission alignment
The task organization for a unit within CAPSTONE.

Wartime planning information
Information received by planning association communication channels.
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